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ASE JUILLIARD

Poetry in motion

ASE Juilliard (Da Vinci FM x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil) and Talitha Bakker

ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil (Bishr x Manilah)
and Talitha Bakker

Bisharat al Dawla (RHR Heir of Marwan x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil)

The breeding program of Arabian Stud Europe is based on
three foundation mares. Manilah (Radamess II x Marischka),
Dakaree (Dakar el Jamaal x Ultimate Fancy), who is now
owned by Al Shaqab Stud and the lovely Haras Meia Lua bred
Geraldyne el Jamaal (Ali Jamaal x Gai Natascha). The farm
is based in The Netherlands and founded and still managed by
Talitha Bakker, assisted by her partner Louis Vulker.
The goal of Arabian Stud Europe is to breed beautiful
Arabians who stand out in the show ring, are cherished for
their impeccable pedigrees, loved for their abilities as breeding
horses and who stand their ground at sport events. Being both
beautiful and functional.
One of the most important mares of the farm, sadly passed
away last year. The impeccable ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil. A mare,
famous for her extreme type, exotic head, big eyes and incredible
production as a broodmare but also for her fantastic results
in endurance. Together with endurance rider Imke Lamsma,
Bisiriya successfully finished several endurance races and was
qualified to participate at the highest level endurance, CEI
3* of 160km! Besides her great
performance as a sport horse,
Bisiriya was also awarded
with the Elite certificate from
the Dutch Arabian Horse
society for her fantastic results
as a broodmare. Bisiriya has
had only champion offspring
that was loved all around the
globe.

At Arabian Stud Europe, there are still two daughters left
and one still due in March 2021. These two daughters are
ASE Kamiliya Hlayyil by Kahil al Shaqab and Bisharat al
Dawla by RHR Heir of Marwan. Kamiliya was successful
shown as a youngster and will be bred to El Jahez WH for a
2022 foal while Bisharat is still young and will turn 2 this
year. Another daughter of Bisiriya is still owned by Diaa
Karaali, who is a dear friend of Talitha and who is the owner
of Al Dawla Arabians. This daughter is the special Adalat
al Dawla by WH Justice, who is currently in show training
with Elba training Center for the upcoming season.
Arabian Stud Europe also stands two sons of Bisiriya at stud.
The 6 years old ASE Magnificent (by ZT Magnanimus) who
is starting his endurance career this year in the capable hands
of Anne Wegner from Germany. Magnificent is also a very
good sire and his first foals look very promising!
The other stallion is the 5 years old ASE Juilliard, who is
making a big name for himself within the Arabian Horse
community, one foal at the time.

ASE Magnificent
(ZT Magnanimus x ASE
Bisiriya Hlayyil)
with international
endurance rider
Anne Wegner
ASE Kamiliya Hlayyil
(Kahil al Shaqab x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil)
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ASE Juilliette
(ASE Juilliard x ASE Sayuri)
sold to Israel

ASE Juilliard
(Da Vinci FM x ASE
Bisiriya Hlayyil)

ASE Juilliard was born in 2016 and is a son of Da Vinci
FM by Versace. From the moment he was born, he stood out
by his extreme type and ultra exotic type with huge friendly
eyes and showy movement. As a younger he won the Silver
medal at the International B-show, Tulip Cup in Holland.
Besides his incredible head, Juilliard also has size, strong
correct legs and hoofs and a strong body. And in addition to
having a famous father, Juilliard also comes out of a double
blessed mare, being both a show mare and a top level CEI
3* endurance mare. This attracted breeders from both the
show world and the endurance world to send their mares to
him for his first breeding season. At the age of two, Juilliard
already served mares all over Europe. By the age of three,
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Juilliard already sired a bronze medal champion foal and a
National reserve champion filly!
Slowly breeders where noticing that ASE Juilliard was
working magic on all types of mares. Breeding show type
fillies with plain endurance mares and still keeping the foals
in balance and showy, full of snort and blow and to still
retain that calm and friendly character which makes them
a great companion as well. Juilliard foals were becoming
popular and with the first two daughters being sold to Israel,
the interest in Juilliard is growing by the day.
Also this year, Juilliard will stand at stud for a limited
number of mares before he will go to Elba training center to
be prepared for his show debut as a senior stallion.

ASE Falaree
(Fadi al Shaqab x Dakaree)

Falaree is a successful sport horse in dressage,
jumping and endurance

When the mare Dakaree was sold to Al Shaqab stud in
Qatar, Talitha retained her last filly, ASE Falaree by Fadi al
Shaqab, for her future breeding program. ASE Falaree will
turn eight this year and has not only turned out to be a great
brood mare, she also doing very well as a sport horse.
In 2019, ASE Falaree gave birth to her first foal, a beautiful
grey filly named ASE Faiana by the farms junior stallion
ASE Magnificent. After weaning, Falaree was brought
back in condition and won the 40km endurance in Ankum,
Germany. She continued this success by winning the 53km
in Leende, The Netherlands in 2020. Due to Covidrestrictions, she was not able to continue much in endurance
and in January this year, she gave birth to a very pretty filly
named ASE Falicia. Sire of this filly is multi champion ASE
Farhan (RFI Farid x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil) who was sold
to Ultimate Stud in Switzerland in 2020.

ASE Faiana (ASE Magnificent x ASE Falaree)
sold to Belgium

The plan for Falaree is to build out her endurance career and
compete internationally in 2022. Along with competing in
dressage and cross country, which she also loves to do!
For now, her daughters ASE Faiana and ASE Falicia will
continue her line in the Arabian Stud Europe breeding
program.

ASE Falicia (ASE Farhan x ASE Falaree)
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ASE Zad Shiraz
(Shiraz de Lafon x Glamour Girl J)

In 2015 we had the opportunity to get involved with the
breeding program of Christine Jamar when an embryo
right of Glamour Girl J was used with the young exciting
stallion Shiraz de Lafon. This resulted in the flashy colt ASE
Zad Shiraz. A grey colt, full of type with mind-blowing
movement. A gift he inherited from his Polish grandmother
Georgia and which he is passing on to all his offspring as
well. ASE Zad Shiraz, who goes by the name of Shiraz, has
grown up to be a beautiful stallion. In 2019 he was named
Gold medal champion at the show in Bunschoten and was
also named 2019 National reserve champion colt, behind
his stable mate ASE Farhan. In 2020 he was not shown
due to the Covid restrictions but will hopefully make a
comeback in 2021. In January this year, ASE Zad Shiraz
was also approved with the Dutch studbook for Sport horses
(NRPS). From all the Arabians that participated, he was
the only one to get approved and was praised for his jumping
techniques. Shiraz is also ridden under saddle in dressage
and in endurance he shows very low heartrates and very fast
recovery times. A true versatile Arabian.
In 2020, the first foal crop of Shiraz was born. One of them
was a beautiful colt out of ASE Konooz (Hariry al Shaqab)
named ASE Hafez el Shiraz. This colt was shown at the
International B show in Ströhen, Germany where he got
through to the final overall foal championships, where he got
one vote for Gold and ended up with the Overall Bronze
medal, charming everyone with his fantastic movement.
Hafez is now sold to Morocco.
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ASE Zad Shiraz during the Sport Horse Stallion
selection test

ASE Hafez el Shiraz (ASE Zad Shiraz x ASE Konooz)
Bronze Medal champion, Interantional
B-show Ströhen
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Jazzmeen (Essteem x Jasmyne) & Talitha Bakker

ASE Aaliyah Hlayyil (Hlayyil Ramadan x Manilah)
bred to El Jahez WH for 2022

ASE Mayana (ASE Marajó x Geisha P) with Talitha and her partner Louis

Most famous stallion of Arabian Stud Europe is probably still
the big black stallion Jazzmeen. A son of World champion
Essteem (Fame VF) and out of Jasmyne (Nyhl el Jamaal).
Jazzmeen has gained thousands of fans around the world
with his versatility as an Arabian, doing both dressage and

cross country, but most by his amazing character. Kids all
over the world come to visit him on a yearly bases and he
loves to be hugged and brushed by them. Jazzmeen is turning
21 years old this year but it still breeding a lot of Arabian
mares as well as sport horses.
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Geraldyne el Jamaal (Ali Jamaal x Gai Natascha)

Geraldyne is also a very successful endurance
horse. Together with Talitha Bakker they are
participating at competitions between 80 and
120km.

One of the Queens of Arabian Stud Europe is 19 years
old Geraldyne el Jamaal. Bred in Brazil by Lenita Perroy
of Haras Meia Lua, Geraldyne was exported to The
Netherlands in 2016 at the age of 14. Here Geraldyne
started a whole new chapter of her life. She was introduced to
the saddle at the age of 15 and started to do some endurance
races. She showed a lot of talent and is currently competing
in endurance races over 80+ km! Showing a great attitude
to run and low heartrates with quick recoveries.
Of course Geraldyne her main focus stays in the breeding
barn. Being one of the youngest direct daughters of Ali
Jamaal in the world, Geraldyne also comes out of a fantastic
damline! Her dam, Gai Natascha was bred by the Gainey
family in the United States and is a daughter of the great
Bey Shah and the beautiful Gainey-bred mare Gai-

Radiance, who is the full sister to the famous Gai Radiant.
While with Arabian Stud Europe in the Netherlands,
Geraldyne has produced some extraordinary offspring!
Geraldyne is a true filly-producer. While it might be the
stallions influence, Geraldyne always knows how to flip the
balance by giving one filly after the next. First filly to be
born in The Netherlands was the beautiful, big moving,
dark bay ASE Gabriella al Gazal by Gazal al Shaqab,
followed by ASE Genevieve el Marc by QR Marc. Both of
these fillies are still owned by Arabian Stud Europe today.
After these two fillies, Geraldyne was leased to Al Jood Stud
of Qatar for whom she produced again two fillies. The lovely
Qamar al Jood (by Qaysar al Jood) and the flashy Alicia al
Jood (by Alixir), the last one to be resold to Morocco earlier
this year.

ASE Genevieve el Marc
(QR Marc x Geraldyne el Jamaal)

ASE Gabriella al Gazal
(Gazal al Shaqab x Geraldyne el Jamaal)
Qamar al Jood (Qaysar al Jood
x Geraldyne el Jamaal) Bred and
owned by Al Jood Stud, Qatar
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In the last years, Geraldyne has proven to be a consistent
producer of Black foals. In 2019 Geraldyne surprised
everyone by giving birth to a Black colt by WH Justice.
This colt, ASE Justice el Jamaal, got the attention of
many, as he was not only Black but also very beautiful and
refined. He was sold to Al Dawla Arabians from Australia
as a yearling and is currently standing at stud with Elba
Training center in Belgium. The expectations are high!
Early 2021, Geraldyne had a unbelievable pretty filly,
born by embryo transfer, sired by Magic Magnifique. This
filly, named Guinevere PKA, was bred and owned by Peka
Arabians, who purchased the embryo right of Geraldyne
the year before. Guinevere is the perfect cross of her parents.
The extreme face of Magic Magnifique, the big eyes of
Geraldyne el Jamaal as well as her long neck, her body and
her beautiful movement. We are looking forward to see her
in the show ring this season!

For 2021, two more foals of Geraldyne are expected to be
born. One sired by the great sire ASE Juilliard and one
sired by D Angelo. The last one will be bred and owned
by Elizar Arabians, who purchased this embryo right of
Geraldyne.
For 2022, the breeding plans already taking place. So has
Geraldyne be bred to the young exciting stallion AJ Yas (by
Vervaldee) for a 2022 foal. There is also still one embryo
right for sale for the upcoming season.
Geraldyne has been a true gift to Arabian Stud Europe and
it will be excited to see what the future will bring! q

ASE Justice el Jamaal (WH Justice x Geraldyne el Jamaal)
Now owned by Al Dawla Arabians, Australia

Guinevere PKA
(Magic Magnifique x Geraldyne el Jamaal)
Bred and owned by
Peka Arabians, The Netherlands
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